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unconquered
“Doloreana Canyon was a minor caravan passage to the lower Barrington Basin, but the natural corridor was a popularly
contested feature between the Badlanders and local MILICIA patrols. The last conflict resulted in the MILICIA destroying
the local defenses and the small hamlet of Dawg’s Creek.” Ullrich said as he looked across the table to his subordinates.
“That’s why we’re going to go there and show those southerners they can’t mess with Badlands communities in the
Barrington.”
Durner, a young Gear section officer, raised his hand. “Sir? These communities aren’t part of NuCoal or the Port Arthur
Defense Zone. Why are we going there?”
The older officers groaned realizing the young officer was about to set Ullrich off on one of his tirades about Badland’s
solidarity and setting an example, but the commander surprised the staff when he merely grinned and shook his head.
“If you can’t answer that, son, you won’t have much of a future in my forces.”
Durner’s face turned a bright red and he was about to protest, but Ullrich motioned with his hand to stop. “I’ll give you
a chance to prove me wrong. Your section is coming with me.”
The flight to the region was uneventful and Ullrich deployed a single company to handle the security for the local
communities. Durner and his men worked closely with the homesteaders and the young officer found himself drawn
closer to the people of the region. The village of Yori, located at the entrance to Doloreana Canyon, hosted Durner’s
section during the weeks after their deployment. The small collection of families serviced the caravans that frequented
the canyon and had been targeted by the MILICIA during the last conflict due to the location.
On the third week of deployment, the section’s scout squad had contact with the southern forces near the opposite end
of the canyon. After reporting to Ullrich, Durner ordered the rest of his section into action and swore to defend Yori.
Mounting up in his Command Sidewinder, the young officer rushed out to meet the enemy. Durner realized he didn’t
have enough to stop the incursion, but he could slow them down till the main force arrived.
The high canyon walls provided good cover from any indirect fire, but the tight quarters were potential kill zones to
anybody not familiar with the terrain. The villagers in Yori had made sure that Durner and his men knew all of the
best ambush and fallback points. In the first hour of contact, Durner’s section put the terrain to good use and kept
the MILICIA compagnie trapped. The fighting escalated as the sun approached its zenith in the sky, and the MILICIA
relocated part of its compagnie to the top of the canyon. Durner’s single squad at the top was no match for the enemy.
Durner could see the end approaching. Ullrich would not make it in time, and he didn’t know if his men’s sacrifices
would keep the village safe. Desperate, Durner opened his communications to a general channel. “To the commander
of the MILICIA- I wish to resolve this without further casualties. I invoke Delyon’s Code and request to resolve this as
soldiers of honor.”
The fighting slowed down and stopped, when Durner received his reply. A stern woman’s voice with a thick Republican
accent replied, “I’m surprised Earth scum like you would invoke Delyon, but I will not disgrace it. What are your terms?”
Durner sighed in relief. “Withdrawal. If your duelist defeats me, I will pull my forces back. If I defeat your duelist, your
forces withdraw.”
“Very well, then we fight in southern style. Equip your Gear with a rapier and meet me on the field. I will be your
opponent, but if you dishonor Delyon’s Code, I will give you and your men no quarter” the MILICIA commander replied.
Durner’s shoulders relaxed as he replied, “I will meet you on the field of honor.” The three time champion of the
Barrington Pro Dueling Circuit knew he still had a chance to save the village.
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INTRODUCTION
Duelist & Ace Optional Rule
The use of Duelist and Aces in Heavy Gear Blitz
is purely optional. Players should agree to their
inclusion prior to playing. When playing in a
tournament make sure to verify with the organizer if
Duelists and Aces are allowed.

Duelists and ace pilots represent the best of the best in a regiment.
The tradition of duelists was established in the early 18th century
by a Republican Commandant R.C. Delyon during his stint as
trainer at a SRA camp in Ankara. His code and personal example
is still the standard to which all contemporary duelists aspire. In
honor of the tradition Delyon established, regiments have a long
standing convention of selecting an individual to embody their
ideas as a military duelist. In the polar military, the position is
officially sanctioned and recognized. Peace River Defense Force
Gear regiments do not sanction duelist positions, though most
still unofficially elect a duelist to represent them. Despite not
recognizing regimental duelists, the PRDF does maintain a team
of professional duelists drawn from the best pilots in the PRDF
and POC to showcase Paxton products in the various dueling
circuits throughout the planet.

Non-Terra Novan forces do not field duelists, but they do
recognize ace pilots. In the CEF, human Frame pilots are the
only ones that are acknowledged as aces. CEF GRELs are rarely
allowed to develop the skills needed due to constant hypnotraining. Utopian aces are found in both Armiger and APES
pilots. In order to be recognized as an ace, Utopian pilot not
only have to be the best in their suits, but must demonstrate
skill in wrangling drones. On Caprice, Liberati and corporate
security forces have developed an underground dueling circuit
and counter culture, which is largely inspired by bootleg copies
of famous professional Terra Novan dueling matches brought
to the planet by Black Talon operatives. These Mount pilots
have developed their own skill sets in the process of trying to
emulate their Terra Novan counterparts. Last, Edenite Golem
pilots from noble houses compete for entry into the Order of
the Four Rivers. Only the best Golem pilots are recruited into the
elite order, and members are allowed to display the Peregrine
Crest on their suits.

Creating a Duelist or Ace

Skill Upgrades

Duelists and Aces are only found in the most elite squads and
combat formations. In Heavy Gear Blitz, any army that has
upgraded a combat group to the Best of the Best may select
one model in that combat group to be a Duelist or Ace. Unless
noted otherwise in the army list, only one model in the force
may be upgraded to a Duelist or Ace. Upgrading the model
to be a Duelist or Ace costs 15TV and allows them to acquire
special abilities and weapon upgrades. Models must have the
Arms Perk to be upgraded to a Duelist or Ace.

In addition to the Best of the Best Skill upgrades, Duelists and
Aces must upgrade one and only one skill a further level to a
maximum of 5. Attack, Defense, and EW skills cost 5TV per
action of the model. This skill represents the Duelist’s or Ace’s
specialty and skill.

The following armies may take a Duelist:
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆

North
South
Peace River
Port Arthur Korps
NuCoal Self Defense Force
Black Talon
Leagueless

The following armies may take an Ace:
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
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Port Arthur Korp never recognized the need for a duelist position,
but since the founding of the NuCoal Self Defense Force and
the increase of Terra Novan personnel in PAK, the former CEF
officers have conceded the value in having a duelist position.
Any battle group can petition to create a duelist position for their
force, and if approved, are allowed to elect a duelist to represent
them. NSDF regiments are combined arms regiments, but they
all have recognized regimental duelists. A number of NSDF
duelists are Minerva class Jannite GRELs.

CEF
Utopia
Caprice
Eden

Best of the Best [revised]
One non-infantry Veteran Combat Group in a Priority
Level 3 or 4 force may be “the best of the best” and
may upgrade each models Attack and Defense Skills
up to Level 4 for +10 TV per level per Action. The
Combat Group Leader and any members who have
ECM, ECCM or Satellite Uplinks may upgrade their
EW Skill to level 3 for +5 TV per Model per Action.
A tank with 3 actions would pay +30 TV per level
to upgrade its ATT and DEF, while a one-action Gear
would pay +10 TV.

SPECIAL ABILITiES
Melee Weapons Upgrades

Picking Special Abilities

Duelists are allowed to purchase an additional melee weapon
for the listed TV (Aces are not eligible). A Duelist model with
two melee weapons equipped receive an additional +1 Defense
Skill when engaged in Melee range combat.

Every Duelist and Ace has special abilities and signature
skills. Special abilities are categorized by skill type; with three
categories: Attack, Defense, and EW. Attack Abilities represent
ranged combat and mobility expertise. Defense Abilities cover
Melee in addition protective aptitudes. EW Abilities involve
stealth and terrain mastery.

◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆

Vibroblade (VB) +0TV
Vibrorapier (VR) +5TV
Vibrokatana (Treat as VB with AP Trait) +5TV
Vibroaxe (VA) +5TV
Chainsword (CS) +5TV
Heavy Vibrosword (HVS; Minimum Size 7) +10TV
Chassis Reinforcement (CR) +0TV
Spike Gun (SKG) +5TV
Heavy Spike Gun (HKG) +10TV
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A number of Special Abilities equal to the skill level of the
Duelist or Ace’s specialty skill level may be taken. Specialty
Skill Based Abilities Cost 10TV per Ability. Secondary Abilities
Cost 20TV per Ability. A special ability can only be taken once.
Some Special Abilities will have prerequisites, and some are
specific to Duelists while other are tied to Aces. At least half
of the Special Abilities must come from the Duelist or Ace’s
specialty. For example, if a Duelist’s specialty skill is Attack
and the model’s Attack skill has been upgraded to level 4, the
duelist may choose four Special Abilities from the list. Two of
the Special Abilities must come from the Attack Ability lists.

Attack special Abilities
Overkill

Rapid Acceleration

Class: Duelist & Ace

Class: Duelist & Ace

Prerequisite: RoF Weapon

Prerequisite: None

Description: If using at least one point of RoF for DM,
add 2 to the final RoF modified DM. Using this ability will
automatically generate an Out of Ammo for the weapon
used.

Description: Once per turn the model may accelerate from
Stationary to Top Speed. The model gains a Stun counter
when using this ability. If the model has a Stun Counter
already they may not use this ability.

Rapid Reload
Class: Duelist & Ace
Prerequisite: Weapon with Reload trait
Description: If the model is at Combat Speed or Stationary,
it may reload a single weapon per turn without expending
an action.

Uncanny Shot

Speed Demon
Class: Duelist & Ace
Prerequisite: None
Description: The model may maintain Top Speed without
expending an action.

Class: Duelist & Ace
Prerequisite: None
Description: Once per turn the model may reroll their ranged
attack roll. The original die result is discarded and the
second roll’s results are used instead.

Crack Shot
Class: Duelist & Ace
Prerequisite: None

Pathfinder
Class: Duelist & Ace
Prerequisite: Walker
Description: The model treats Difficult Terrain as normal,
and Dangerous Terrain as Difficult. Additionally the model is
treated as having the Improved Off-Road trait if it does not
already possess the trait. This ability only applies to Walker
Movement.

Description: Chose one weapon on the model. When using
this weapon, add a +1 modifier to the attack roll.

Superior Marksmen

Redlining

Class: Duelist & Ace

Class: Duelist & Ace

Prerequisite: None

Prerequisite: None

Description: Reduce Range penalties by 1. This ability may
be used in conjunction with the Sniper trait.

Description: Add 3 MPs to the Top Speed of the model for all
movement modes.
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Defense special Abilities
Cover Up

Missile Defense

Class: Duelist & Ace

Class: Duelist & Ace

Prerequisite: None

Prerequisite: RoF 2 or Greater Weapon

Description: The cover value of a model is increased as long
as the model is in contact with the terrain providing cover.
Some Cover becomes Partial Cover. Partial Cover becomes
Full Cover. Models out in the Open or behind Full Cover does
not gain any benefit from this ability.

Description: The model gains the AMS trait as long as the
RoF weapon does not have an Out of Ammo result.

Cover Fire

Committed Attack

Class: Duelist & Ace

Class: Duelist

Prerequisite: None

Prerequisite: Melee Weapon

Description: The model receives the Sensor Boom trait.

Description: The model increases the damage of a weapon
with the Melee trait by 2 when used in Melee Range.

Running Defense
Class: Duelist & Ace
Prerequisite: None
Description: When at Top Speed, the model receives an
additional +1 modifier to its Defense.

Close Quarters Gunner
Class: Duelist
Prerequisite: None

Firm Resolve
Class: Duelist & Ace

Description: The model’s ranged weapons gain the Melee
trait.

Prerequisite: None
Description: When at Stationary Speed, the model adds a +1
modifier to its Defense.

Lucky B
Class: Duelist & Ace
Prerequisite: None
Description: Once per turn the model may reroll their
Defense roll. The original die result is discarded and the
second roll’s results are used instead.
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Grapple
Class: Duelist
Prerequisite: Arms trait
Description: The model can make a special Melee Attack in
order to stop the movement of an enemy model. If the attack
succeeds against the model, rather than doing damage the
enemy model drops to Stationary Speed. The Duelist cannot
stop a model that is two sizes larger than it.

SPECIAL ABILITiES
Electronic Warfare special Abilities
Night Walker

Tactical Assertiveness

Class: Duelist & Ace

Class: Duelist & Ace

Prerequisite: None

Prerequisite: None

Description: The model is always considered to be in at least
Some Cover when determining Stealth. If the model is in
Partial Cover or better this ability grants a +1 to the Stealth
Rating.

Description: The model may receive two command points
per turn instead of one.

Drone Wrangler

Displacement

Class: Ace

Class: Ace

Prerequisite: NAI Matrix Trait

Prerequisite: ECM trait

Description: The number of N-KIDUs able to be controlled
by the model is doubled. The player must still purchase
additional N-KIDUs for their listed cost.

Description: Whenever an Indirect Fire attack is made
against the model, the Threshold to place the attack is
increased by +2.

Eagle Eyes

Targeting Adjustment

Class: Duelist & Ace

Class: Duelist & Ace

Prerequisite: None

Prerequisite: None

Description: When determining the cover of an enemy
reduce the value by one. Full Cover becomes Partial. Partial
becomes Some, and Some becomes Open. If the enemy
model is behind Solid Full Cover, the cover value is not
reduced.

Description: The model chooses one weapon. This weapon’s
Combat Optimal and Suboptimal ranges are increased by 5”.

Sensor Specialist

Class: Duelist & Ace

Class: Duelist & Ace
Prerequisite: None
Description: Increase the Detect value of the model by 2.
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Firing Solution
Prerequisites: IF Weapon
Description: The Model reduces the Indirect Fire threshold
to place the attack by -2. This ability is only applied to the
model.
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